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Abstract 
Visual secret sharing is an encryption methodology that allows to retrieve 
the secret image where the secret image is cryptographically encoded into shares. 
The  (n,n) visual secret sharing scheme proposed by Naor and shamir is used to 
encrypt the secret image into n shares and by stacking the shares together, the 
secret is retrieved back. Color visual cryptography deals with color images as 
secret , where the color secrets are embedded into n shares .In this paper, we 
propose a (2,2) color visual secret sharing scheme for multiple color secrets based 
methodology retrieves multiple color secrets by stacking under various rotation 
angles. 
1. Introduction 
In 1994,  Naor and shamir proposed the visual secret sharing technique. In a k-out-of-n 
scheme of visual cryptography, the secret image is encoded into n shares and the secret cannot 
be retrieved by shares less than k-1. k shares are required to retrieve the secret back. Encryption 
is the process of converting the secret image into n shares and decryption is the process of 
getting back the secret. The process of decryption doesnot involve any additional computation. 
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In color visual cryptography the shares generated are colorful.In the year, 1997, Ateniese,Blundo 
,De Santis & Stinson proposed a visual secret sharing scheme for binary secrets.In  1997 verhaul & van 
Tilborg proposed another scheme to retrieve binary secrets.In the year 2007, Wang ,Zhang, Ma & Li 
proposed a VSS scheme for multiple binary secrets using Boolean operation.  A n-out-of-n secret sharing 
scheme  for grey scale images was proposed by Iwamoto & Yamamoto.In the year 2006, Yang and  Chen 
proposed a methodology with reduced shadow size. In the year 2008, Yang and Chen proposed Colored 
visual Cryptography based on additive color mixing. In 2008, Chang, Lin & Le proposed a probabilistic 
approach for retrieving single color secret. 
 All the above mentioned methodologies could share two or more binary and grey scales images. 
Two or more color secrets were not retrieved. In our paper, we propose a method to retrieve multiple 
 
In this paper , we propose a novel (2,2) secret sharing scheme for multiple color secrets. During 
decryption, the secret is converted into shares with the help of pattern book. By stacking the shares as 
such, we retrieve the first secret and by rotating the second shares to 90o and stacking it with the first 
share, we get back the second secret. The shares thus generated are meaningless and wont leak any 
information about the two secrets 
 
2)Related Work 
 
2.1 Visual Cryptographic Scheme 
 
 In 2 out of 2 Scheme (2 subpixels) scheme, a black and white image pixel divided in 
two sub-pixels out of which randomly chosen between black and white depending on the 
current pixel as in figure 2.1. If the image pixel is white, then randomly choose one of the two 
rows for white else if it is black, then randomly choose between one of the two rows for black. 
A random column-permutation of white pixel and black pixel is done from below given matrix 
sharing scheme The (n,n)-threshold visual secret sharing scheme, first proposed by Naor and 
Shamir (1995), is used to share one secret image on n share images (Naor & Shamir, 1995). The 
secret image is encrypted into n share images of which every one of the n share images is a 
meaningless random image and cannot reveal the secret image. By stacking n share images 
together, the hidden secret image is revealed and can be recognized by the human visual system 
without any computation. The stacking operation prints n share images on n different 
transparencies, T1, T2, . . ., Tn. T1, T2, . . ., and Tn are stacked together with a corresponding 
T2, . . ., and Tn. According to the color level of the corresponding pixels on T1, T2, . . ., and Tn, 
the color level on the secret image can be revealed by this stacking operation. If all 
corresponding pixels are then the stacked result is white (=0). If at least one pixel color is black 
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(=1), the stacked result pixel is black (=1). Obviously, the color level on the stacked 
transparencies 
 
3.Our Approach 
 
In any visual cryptographic scheme the secret image is converted into n cipher images 
called shares. The shares when kept alone, do not reveal any secret information. During 
decryption , the secret can be retrieved by stacking the shares together. Digitally by performing 
XOR operation upon the shares, the secret can be retrieved.The shares generated can fall under 
any of the following category 
 
                 1)Meaningful shares 
                 2)Meaningless shares 
 
Meaningful shares avoid suspicion of intruders. This is advantage of meaningful shares 
over meaningless shares. 
 
3.1  Method 1 (Meaningless shares) 
                                          
In this method two secret images are taken as input and every pixel of the secret  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
are processed one after the other. The two color secrets are taken and split into three color 
channels and subjected to halftoning. The shares generated is two times larger the original 
secret.For example if the size of the secret images are 128X128 , the size of shares will be 256 
X 256.Each pixel from the secret is replaced by a matrix of size 2X2.The  secret image is split 
into three channel images Red, Green ,Blue. 
Secret 1 (Baboon) is converted into three channel images SR1(Red),SG1(Green), and 
SB(Blue). Similarly Secret2  (Lena) is converted into three channel images SR2,SG2 and SB2. 
Halftoning is applied to all six channel images SR1,SG1 ,SB1 , SR2,SG2 and SB2. Halftoned  
Figure 1 : Channel Image Generation 
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shares HSR1,HSG1 ,HSB1 , HSR2,HSG2 and HSB2 are thus generated. SR1 and SR2 are 
processed based on the following pattern book and two final shares (FSR1 ,FSR2 ) are 
generated.Similarly by processing Green and Blue channels we get  (FSG1,FSG2) and 
(FSB1,FSB2) respectively. Merging FSR1, FSG1, and FSB1 we get  FS1.Similarly by merging 
FSR2, FSG2, and FSB2 we get FS2. FS1, and FS2 are the final shares obtained.The shares thus 
generated (FS1,FS2) are meaningless. By stacking the shares as such, the first secret (Baboon)  
is retrieved  and by rotating FS2 to 90o and stacking it with FS1, the second secret (lena ) is 
retrieved.Each pixel is substituted by 4 pixels in the shares.The shares generated are twice the 
size of the input color secrets.The drawback of this method is that the shares generated are 
meaningless and so we move to method 2 in which meaningful shares are generated. 
 
3.2 Method 2 (Meaningful Shares) 
  
 To overcome the drawback of the previous method, we move to method 2, 
where meaningful shares are generated. VIP synchronization helps to generate  meaningful 
shares.The secret images are converted into channel images (C,M.Y). The base matrices are VIP 
synchronized and the rows of the matrices are distributed among the shares. VIP 
synchronization helps to generate meaningful shares. If the pixel value of the secret is equal to 
one , substitute the rows of S1 in  the shares. On the other hand, if the pixel value is equal to 
Figure 2 : Secret Retrieval 
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zero, substitute the rows of S0 in the shares. The pixels of the cover images are embedded into 
S0 and S1 and are distributed among the shares. So the shares resemble the cover images and 
the secret information is hidden within these shares . Second secret is subjected to pixel 
expansion and the halftoned shares are generated.The halftoned shares are subjected to error 
diffusion which helps to improve the quality of the shares generated. Out of the well known 
error filters Floyd-Steinberg, Jarvis and Stucki , better results are produced by Floyd-Steinberg 
error filter. 
                           Also, in method 1, only two secrets can be retrieved, but using method 2 , any 
number of secrets can be retrieved. A mask is used which is used is retrieve the secrets. Without 
the mask none of the secret could be retrieved.If the number of secrets is N, N+1 shares are 
created out of which , one is the mask. To retrieve N secrets N+1 cover images are used , out of 
which one cover image is used to create the mask share and the remaining N cover images are 
used to create the remaining N shares. 
 The mask is created with the help of the cover image. The size of the mask is 
two times larger than the size of the secret. Each pixel is replaced by 2X2  matrix .Out of the 
four pixels two pixels are the value of the pixel from the cover image and  the remaining two 
pixels are two random numbers whose value lies between 0 and 255. P is the pixel of the cover 
image and R is the random number generated.Now the shares looks like the cover image . The 
shares are of size two times larger than the secret.Second cover image and the secret is chosen 
to  generate the share. The share is generated in such a way that the pixel of the cover image is 
placed in two places and the values of the other two pixels is obtained using the following 
equation 
 
                                                  
 
                             The secret is retreived by stacking the mask and the share.Any number of 
secrets can be retreived using this process and the mask remains the common shares in 
retrieving any secret.Two shares (mask and share where secret is hidden) are used in the 
stacking process. By performing XOR operation the secrets can be retrieved. All the shares 
generated in this process are meaningful. The transparencies can be stacked as such to retrieve 
the secret physically and digitally by performing XOR operation the secrets can be retrieved. 
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4.   Experimental Results 
 
  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 5 : Shares Figure 6 : Decrypted Secrets 
Figure 3 : Secrets Figure 4 : Cover Images 
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